ABSTRACT: In order to solve the tracking problem of air pollution sources in three-dimensional (3D) space, in this paper a solid four-way tracking method based on concentration is proposed that can be applied on a mobile sensor. With further study, the tracking method is improved by using both wind direction and concentration information as tracking basis, therefore, the solid four-way tracking method based on concentration and wind direction is proposed. The two algorithms are verified by simulation, and the results show that the improved one that the solid four-way tracking method based on concentration and wind direction has better real-time performance and higher efficiency as well as success rate.
INTRODUCTION
Environmental protection has become a symbol of the progress of human civilization, and many scholars began to study the tracing problem on air pollution sources from the 1990s. During 1996 to 2005, Ishida et al. used the computer mobile platform to control a probe's movement to imitate moths' tracking behaviors as well as a autonomous mobile robot to track and locate odor sources depending on concentration and wind direction (Ishida H et al., 1996; Ishida H et al., 2002; Ishida H et al., 2005) . In 2004, Russell proposed the regular hexagon path used on a robot to search for odor sources (Russell R A, 2004) . Besides, Wang Jian et al. put forward an algorithm that a robot looked for the odor source with the variable step in 2009 . Obviously, the algorithms above are trying to solve the tracking problem on air pollution sources, but the essence of them is attributed to tracing the pollution sources in 2D space, and the limitations in practical application are also obvious. So based on the technology of wireless sensor networks and intelligent microcontrollers, the paper presents the solid four-way tracking method on air pollution sources in 3D space, which is based on the pollutant concentration and the wind direction, in addition, it can be directly applied in an intelligent microcontroller to monitor air quality and track air pollution sources.
THE SOLID FOUR-WAY TRACKING METHOD

The Change of Direction during Tracking Process
When a mobile sensor is tracking an elevated pollution source and locates at some point in the diffusion model, it can be regarded that there is a horizontal plane passing through the point and another plane which is just vertical to the horizontal plane. Then the mobile sensor can turn left or right on the horizontal plane at an angel of 45°, also it can turn up or down on the vertical plane at an angel of 45°. Therefore, wherever the mobile sensor is located at in the pollutant dispersion model when it tracking the pollution source, its moving direction can cover 3D space.
A Solid Four-way Tracking Method Based on Concentration
In the tracking process of the mobile sensor to pollution sources, it is able to adjust tracking direction real time and flexibly. For instance, the mobile sensor tracks to the point of n, it can get the next tracking direction according to the concentration at point n, n-1 as well as n-2 and the direction chosen at point n-1 and n-2.
The solid four-way tracking method based on concentration proposed in this paper is described as follows (Note: To facilitate the description, we call the directions of up and down, left and right are opposed, and others adjacent, such as up and left, down and right and so on): C(n)
represents the concentration at point n.
If C(n)≥C(n-1) and C(n-1)≥C(n-2)
Then the turning at point n can select the direction of point n-1 or n-2 chosen randomly； Elseif C(n)≥C(n-1) and C(n-1)<C(n-2) then the turning at point n can select the direction of point n-1 chosen or the opposed direction of point n-2 chosen randomly； Elseif C(n)≤C(n-1) and C(n-1)<C(n-2) then the turning at point n can select the opposed or adjacent direction of point n-2 chosen randomly； Elseif C(n)≤C(n-1) and C(n-1)>C(n-2) then the turning at point n can select the opposed or adjacent direction of point n-1chosen randomly； End
The Solid Four-way Tracking Method Based on Concentration and Wind Direction
In fact, the diffusion shape of elevated pollutant is so complex under natural conditions (Xianda Xiao, 2013) , in this paper, the mobile sensor makes use of the both pollutant concentration and wind direction when tracking the elevated pollution source in the air later, which has improved the solid four-way tracking method based on concentration and proposed the solid four-way tracking method based on concentration and wind direction. The improved algorithm is described here:
If the four turning angles at point n are respectively equal to the wind direction Then the turning direction is determined by the solid four-way tracking method based on concentration； Elseif C(n)≥C(n-1) then choose the direction that has the smallest angle with the upwind of the four directions and move a step forward； Elseif C(n)＜C(n-1) then choose the direction that has the biggest angle with the upwind of the four directions and move a step forward； End
The Conditions of Stop Tracking
The mobile sensor can stop tracking when the tracking process satisfies one of the following two conditions.
(1) Encounter peak concentration rate of change If the mobile sensor runs into the peak concentration rate of change, it stops tracking. The calculation formula (PENG Liang et al, 2012 ) is as follows: Crate=|C(n)-C(n-1)|/C(n-1)*100%.
(2) The step value reaches the default When the mobile sensor is close to the pollution source, it will gradually shorten the step to speed up the approach speed. If the step reaches the default, then the mobile sensor will stop tracking. Set the initial step is s and the shortening ratio is k (0<k<1), the formula of step change is expressed as follows: s(n)=k*s(n-1) (n is the number of circles).
SIMULATIONS AND ANALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHMS
Simulation Environment
This paper chooses the classical Gaussian plume model to verify the efficiency and success rate of the two algorithms proposed above, which is suitable for the continuous elevated pollution whose diffusion time is long and steady-state. 
In addition, the paper set Q=30，H=183.51，u =3.24.
and we obtained the concentration distribution of elevated pollutants under Gaussian plume dispersion model, as is shown in Figure 1 . The concentration distribution of elevated point sources in the atmosphere is as follows: Along the downwind direction, the dispersion distance of pollutant is long and the concentration changes from high to low smoothly. The pollutant concentration near the point source is low upwind, which creates a great difference with the real pollution source nearby. The contour shape of the pollutant concentration is closely related to the wind direction, wind speed and the concentration of the elevated point sources.
The Design of Simulation Experiment
The step at the initial phase is s, and the shortening ratio of the step is k. In this article, the mobile sensor has used the two algorithms that the solid four-way tracking method based on concentration and the solid four-way tracking method based on concentration and wind direction to track the pollutant source. The experiment chose four positions of A-D as the starting point as shown in Figure 1 .
Simulation Results and Analysis
In order to describe the whole tracking process of the mobile sensor in the simulation experiment, the paper elected the position D (Figure 1 ) and 45 ° vertically upwards as the start tracking direction to display. We also have got the number of steps the mobile sensor spend in one experiment with four different starting directions at the four position points of A-D using the two algorithms in the simulation experiment, and the results show the improved one reduces the number of tracking steps, which make the tracking efficiency greatly improved.
This paper continues to carry out some other experiments to exclude accidental factors, in order to ensure the accuracy of experimental results. At last, we get the success rate of different starting tracking directions at points of A-D with the two algorithms. The success rate of the improved is slightly higher than that of the solid four-way tracking method based on concentration. It indicates that wind direction plays a strong role of guideline on the mobile sensor's direction selection in the tracking process, in particular, the algorithm has improved the success rate overall. Therefore, it can be considered that the improved one of the solid four-way tracking method based on concentration and wind direction has higher practical value.
CONCLUSIONS
The two algorithms can solve the tracking problem of atmospheric pollution source in the 3D space, which are better than traditional two-dimensional algorithms. The two algorithms can determine the start tracking direction and step length of the mobile sensor depending on the diffusion characteristics of elevated pollution source real time, which has strong pertinence.
What's more, the algorithm added wind direction, strengthens the direction guidelines in the tracking process, which have effectively reduced the total number of tracking steps and shorten the time required, then improved the tracking efficiency, reduced energy consumption as well as increased the success rate overall. In this paper, we use Gauss plume model to simulate them and the results prove that the two algorithms both can trace to the pollution source at a higher success rate, besides, the improved one can provide effective technical means for tracking atmospheric pollution with higher tracking efficiency, reliability and real-time performance.
